
Celebrating Latino Folklore is a three-volume encyclopedia focusing on the Latino culture of the United States. “Folklore” can cover many areas, and a list is provided of the various folklore genres the volumes address, such as folk narrative, folk songs, folk food, folk art, etc. For those of us less familiar with what concepts various folklore genres might entail, there is a table of contents and a grouped list of similar topics in the first volume that covers all three volumes. A simple browse through the books is much more fun, however, as one can come across entries on the Chupacabra (the mythological being that sucks the blood of goats and other small animals that has become a favorite topic of Spanish-speaking UFO enthusiasts), Joan Baez, tequila, Santería, and descansos (the practice of placing a memorial in the physical location where a loved one has died, such as on the side of the highway).

The entries are a mixture of short (500–1,500 words) and long (3,500+ words) entries, depending on the topic, and include suggestions for further reading. The introduction defines the purpose of the work “to provide the reader with a sampling of Latino folklore and to give a small glimpse of the rich cultural heritage that belongs to the Latino population and that has now become part of our American folklore treasure” (xvii). While such a volume is perhaps necessary to those needing a small glimpse of a wide variety of authoritative information, the fact that it is not an exhaustive—or even easily defined—collection of information makes it a little difficult to know if it will meet the needs of users. However, there is a list in the introduction of the folklore of the Latin American countries that the editor chose to include.

Since many library collections feature general folklore materials that include many cultures, such as Rosenberg and Brown’s Encyclopedia of Folklore and Literature (ABC-CLIO, 1998), Celebrating Latino Folklore would be a good addition to general collections and provides a starting point for research in this area.—Tracy Carr, Information Services Director, Mississippi Library Commission, Jackson, Mississippi


Independents and Underground Classics is the second title in the Critical Survey of Graphic Novels series from Salem Press. The stated intention of this title is to provide “clear, concise, and accessible analysis of not only the historic and current landscape of the interdisciplinary medium and its consumption, but the wide range of genres, themes, devices, and techniques that the graphic novel medium encompasses” (xi). Fortunately, the work lives up to its stated purpose very well. Through detailed analysis of individual graphic novels, Independents and Underground Classics does an admirable job of demonstrating how the graphic novel form is just as effective in engaging readers and portraying the human condition as more established art forms.

Independents and Underground Classics provides alphabetically arranged entries on more than 200 graphic novels published from the advent of the underground comics movement in the 1960s until the present. Most of the graphic novels discussed were published by the creators themselves or by smaller publishing houses rather than by larger comics companies such as DC Comics and Marvel Comics. The brief but insightful introduction attributes the evolution of the modern graphic novel to the underground comics of the 1960s and to the direct market of comic book specialty shops. The underground cartoonists saw comics not as a commercial product but as a vehicle for artistic expression. The attitude and works of the underground artists encouraged and influenced many of the creative people who have produced today’s graphic novels. The direct market comic book shops have encouraged the development of the graphic novel form by providing an outlet for creators who wanted to tell stories that would not be accommodated by the larger commercial companies that published superhero titles such as Batman and The Amazing Spider-Man.

Each entry provides basic information about a given graphic novel, such as its publication history, a detailed synopsis of the plot, and descriptions (both physical and psychological) of the main characters. But researchers will probably find more value in the sections that provide in-depth analysis of each graphic novel. The “Artistic Style” sections discuss the visual styles and devices (realism, cartooning, shadows, page layouts, lettering styles, etc.) the artists employ in telling the stories. The “Themes” sections discuss the dominant themes within each work and how the creators convey those themes. The “Impact” sections discuss how each work was received by the public and its effects on the graphic novel medium.

Independents and Underground Classics is recommended for academic and public libraries. Libraries that own the first title in the Critical Survey of Graphic Novels series (Heroes and Superheroes) will also find this second title to be a worthy addition.—Edward Whatley, Georgia College and State University, Milledgeville


The highest office of the US government, the presidency, has been held by forty-three men. Each of these presidents came to office with their own vision of the presidency, which would not only help shape the nation, but would also shape and expand the powers of the executive branch. Chronology of
the U.S. Presidency, a four volume reference set, chronicles each United States president from George Washington to Barack Obama. Edited by Mathew Manweller, associate professor of political science at Central Washington University, this set is targeted toward high school and undergraduate students.

Organized chronologically, entries for each of the forty-three presidents follow an identical format, with each including the following sections: basic statistics, presidential biography, first family biography, cabinet member overview, chronological list of key dates and events, primary source documents, and a bibliography. Chronology also includes an excellent introductory essay expounding upon the history and extraordinary growth of the American presidency and its expansion of powers. Finally, this work concludes with an equally important essay that further explains the powers, structure, and process of the presidency and how the office has changed over time.

Chronology stands out for its uniform organization, inclusion of basic electoral statistics, and a superb overview of the key elements of each administration including the role of the commander-in-chief’s cabinet members and the contributions of each First Lady. This work not only includes information about the first families and cabinet members, it also provides the reader with several abridged primary source documents from each president. Although this title supplies readers with ample information about each president and key figures and events during their time in office, this work does not necessarily provide a critical assessment of the presidency. While each biographical section includes some limited interpretive treatment, the general theme of this work is to provide the reader with actual facts, such as dates and events, with very little critical interpretation of policy decisions and political actions. Works such as Melvin I. Urofsky’s The American Presidents (Garland, 2000) and Robert P. Watson’s The American Presidents (Salem Press, 2006) provide a more critical, though less structured, overview of American presidents.

As the title suggests, Chronology of the U.S. Presidency is a linier study of the presidents in which the dates of events such as important speeches, meetings with foreign leaders, and the signing of bills and acts are delineated in the chronology section of each entry. The biographical treatment of each president, while in essay form, also reads more like a chronology and begins with a description of each president’s childhood life, then follows with a description of his rise to the presidency, his time as president, and his life after holding office. Explicitly designed to highlight events chronologically, this approach coupled with its uniform layout, makes Chronology of the U.S. Presidency a highly accessible reference work for the general public and both high school and undergraduate students seeking background information on any United States president or his administration. This work is recommended for high school libraries, medium to large-size public libraries, and academic libraries.—Joseph A. Hurley, Data Services, Geosciences, Gov’t Info, Maps and GIS Librarian, Georgia State University Library, Atlanta

Sources


The stated purpose of the Encyclopedia of Community Corrections is to “provide a reference resource that reviews the topic of community-based alternatives to incarceration” (xx). This book certainly meets this objective. Further, upon performing searches of some of the usual librarian haunts like my library’s catalog, GOBI, and even Amazon.com, I have encountered some difficulty in locating similar works that can be accurately referred to as “reference works.” Only a handful of books of case studies, reports, and monographs focus this closely on the subject of community corrections.

The entries in this work provide a surprisingly complete discussion of their topics. Depending upon the topic, some entries are brief and span a page or less, and other entries, such as “Effectiveness of Community Corrections,” span well over five pages and include historical background and summaries of pertinent research studies. Every entry includes suggestions for further reading. This will prove particularly useful for students who are looking not only for a place to begin their research, but also more detailed, specific resources.

On the whole, the layout of the book is conducive to easy use for readers. A list of entries, a reader’s guide, and a chronology are included. The reader’s guide will prove particularly useful for students conducting research. All entries are organized under topical headings such as “Classification and Risk Assessment,” “Diversion and Probation,” “History, Development, and Definitions,” “Intermediate Sanctions,” “Parole,” and “Theory and Treatment in the Community.” Such organization will prove useful for readers encountering the terminology of community corrections for the first time. Similarly, the entries are written in easily understood language and interesting enough that newcomers to the field will experience no difficulty but are also detailed enough that individuals with a criminal justice background would likely encounter new information as well.

I found myself desiring a more detailed organizational scheme for the contents of the book. On the contents page, the reader is provided with the page numbers on which entries starting with each letter of the alphabet begin. Quicker and more efficient usage could be achieved by also placing page numbers for each entry in the “List of Entries” section. Further, while all entries are signed, the only information offered about the contributors is their institutional affiliation. I would have liked to see a short biographical sketch or a brief summary of each contributor’s research and background. These small deficiencies do little to interfere with the overall usability of this work, however.

The Encyclopedia of Community Corrections comes recommended for academic libraries serving institutions with law enforcement or criminal justice programs, as well as for some public libraries.—Anita J. Slach, Information Services Librarian, Vincennes University, Vincennes, Indiana